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Headlines in the Farmers Weekly? 
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Changes are afoot, the key 

to thriving will be planning 

for the future, not the past 
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Key messages

• Agricultural Industry: 

– Got to start thinking about a changing climate

– This issue is as important as any other
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It’s not business as usual – ask the 

insurance industry

From Munich Re Topics Geo Natural Catastrophes 2011

Top Three are 

climate related

Heatwaves, 

Droughts, cold 

waves

Floods, landslides

Storms, hail, 

tornado

Volcanoes, 

Earthquakes
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Background

• NZ is in a relatively good position (cf Aus for 

example) because of our temperate, maritime 

climate.  

• The biggest threat is the expected higher level 

of variability which production systems will 

need to cope with.
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Uneven Challenge: Climate Resilience

Source: Cline 2007, Graphics: UNEP/Grid Arendal

Slides courtesy of Dr Andy Reisinger, Dep. Dir. NZAGRC  
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2030-2049 

compared with 

1980 -1999 

More biomass at 

lower quality with 

sharper seasons

% Change in seasonal DM production
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Impacts

• Primary Impacts

– Temperature increase, increase dry, more rain

• Secondary Impacts

– Change to pasture species, pests, 

• Tertiary Impacts

– Impact on nutrient cycling, changes to predators, 

changes to lake levels 
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Effects and Impacts 

Summaries by 

Region
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What risk?
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The risks

• Increased variability and 

intensity

• Increased frequency of 

extreme climatic events

• Changes in ecology

– Heat Stress

– Water use

Droughts
Floods

Slips

Pests and Diseases
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Risk determined by...

• Frequency 

– less time to recover between events - resilience

• Intensity

– makes us more vulnerable 

• Impact

– but can we do something about that?
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NZ drought risk

Current                       Future          

For a mid-range emissions scenario, farmers in most North Island regions, as well as those in 

eastern regions of the South Island – especially Canterbury and eastern Southland – can 

expect to spend around ten per cent more time in drought by the middle of this century.
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NZ drought risk (Waikato)

Current                       Future          

20% time in drought equates to 2 years in ten

Current – 1 in 10 to 20+ years 2040 – 1 in 5 to 10 years

Maps include soil water holding capacity factor and can be found in Clarke et al. 2012: Impacts 

of Climate Change on Land-based sectors and Adaptation Options – Stakeholder Report 
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How does that translate to the farm?

• Detailed modelling by AgResearch using NIWA 

projected data

• The key message is increased variability in DM 

production  
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Production curve
Grey = 1990

Green = 2040

Variability Index

More variability Feb-Mar
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Bell curve for DM production (rules of thumb) 

• Pasture curve is quite steep

– 6 years in 10 you’ll get close to average DM production

– 2 years in 10 you’ll get significantly less than average

– 2 years in 10 you’ll get significantly more than average

Average or most common 

kgDM/ha/yr  for period  

Pasture production (kgDM/ha/yr)

Freq
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Estimate of what CC impact

Distribution of annual production in next 30 years is 

likely to get squashed flatter relative to last 30 years 



• $50,000/yr loss for 2 years in a row

• Frequency from 1 in 17 years to 1 in 8 years

– Reflect in cashflow budgets 

– Strategic adaptation for survival. 

• Use 5 year average values for product prices 

• Improve flexibility of resource use / 

productivity
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What about Rainfall?

• Capture  high river flows

• Higher risk of

– Erosion

– Nutrient runoff 

– Sedimentation

• Greater risk soil damage

• Increase in stock deaths

• Increased crop losses
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NZ heavy rainfall risk

Current                       Future          

Given a 2°C temperature increase for New Zealand, a present-day 24-hour extreme rainfall with 

a 100-year average recurrence interval (ARI) is projected to occur about twice as often by 2080–

2099, compared with 1980–1999.
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NZ heavy rainfall risk

Current                       Future (2090)          

Waikato – 100 to 150 mm in 24 

hrs once in 100 years
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This increases by  20-60mm



Projections – how confident?

From Clarke et al. 2012: Impacts of Climate Change on Land-based sectors and Adaptation Options – Stakeholder Report
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Key Message

• There are challenges for farmers, growers, 

foresters and rural communities 

• There is now enough information to 

understand what the impacts might be
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